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So he took out a USB flash drive from his body, threw it to an agent in front
of him, and said, “This is from Chief Peng to you, which can prove my
identity.”
They glanced at each other, and finally the person in charge nodded, and the
agent took out the computer, disconnected the network, and began to insert
the USB flash drive.
When Lin Ziming saw their actions, he knew that they were professional.
He also knew that the network was disconnected, and beware of the base
network being hacked.
Soon, the agent opened a video file from the USB flash drive and saw Peng
Zhuo appear in the video, and began to explain: “Falcon team, hello, this
time the three Xuanyuan places to support you are Chief Instructor Lin
Ziming. He is the most powerful agent in Xuanyuan III. With his support,
you will definitely be able to complete the mission. Fang Long, this action,
your command will be handed over to Instructor Lin, and let him lead the
team to complete this mission!”
Peng Zhuo’s voice spread throughout the conference room. After they heard
it, they all showed expressions of surprise. They looked at Lin Ziming in
disbelief, and it seemed to him that Lin Ziming was actually the chief
instructor of Xuanyuan Three? !
This is too abnormal. How old does Lin Ziming look like, at most thirty
years old?
And according to what Peng Zhuo said, he was still the most powerful agent
in Xuanyuan Three? This is a bit bragging, they all doubt it!
You know, they are all experienced super agents with extraordinary strength.
In terms of strength, their strength is stronger than most agents in the
country, otherwise Xuanyuan Three will not keep them here for so long.
They really didn’t even have heard of Lin Ziming’s name, and they didn’t
know if a young man appeared suddenly, claiming to be the chief instructor
of Xuanyuan No. 3, or Xuanyuan No. 3 being the strongest.
For a while, they felt an indescribable sense of absurdity in their hearts.
Next, Peng Zhuo explained some details of the mission, and the video went
out.
When the meeting room became quiet again, everyone was watching Lin
Ziming.
“You, are you the new chief instructor from the third place of Xuanyuan?”
There was a very tall agent staring at Lin Ziming with a face that didn’t hide
his suspicion.
“Not bad.” Lin Ziming smiled faintly. He had expected that his identity
would be suspected by these agents, so he was not angry.
On the contrary, he feels a bit strange. He has a great reputation now, but he
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rarely meets people who don’t know him.
“Your strength is the strongest in the three places in Xuanyuan?” The agent
asked again.
Lin Ziming nodded and said, “There is nothing wrong with that.”
It is not that he is humble, but that is the case. If he says no, then he seems
hypocritical.
Don’t be regarded as a small Xuanyuan three places, even if you look at the
entire country of China, and even the world, his strength is first-class strong,
and there are no opponents in the God-Through-Shen Realm.
But these agents in front of them obviously didn’t believe it, and when they
looked at each other, they all showed a sense of war, wanting to test Lin
Ziming!
They are all excellent super agents. They have been away from China for
too long. They have not experienced Lin Ziming’s time and agree that Lin
Ziming is mostly an embroidered pillow.
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